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The Logical Geography
of Computational Approaches:
A View from the East Pole

Westward the corme of empi,-c takes its IVay.
-BERKELEY

With many different people claiming to be explaining the mind in
"computational" terms, and almost as many denying that this is possible,
empirical research and ideological combat are currently proceeding on
lI1:lny fronts, and it is not easy to get one's bearings. But some themes are
emerging from the cacophony, and they tempt me to try to sketch the
logical geography of some of the best-known views, with an eye to diminishing the disagreements and misrepresentations that sometimes attend
them.
There are still dualists and other mystics in the world who assert (and
hope and pray, apparently) that the mind will forever elude science, but
they are off the map for me. A goal that unites all participants in the
conflict area I will explore' is the explanation of the aboutness or intentionality of mental events in terms of systems or organizations of what in
the end must be brain processes. That is, I take it as agreed by all parties to
the discussion that what we want, in the end, is a materialistic theory of the
mind as the brain. Our departure point is the mind, meaning roughly the
set of phenomena characterized in the everyday terms of "folk psychology"
as thin/ling about this and that, hm>i11.g beliefi about this and that, pn-ceiJli11.g
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this and that, and so forth. Our destination is the brain, meaning roughly
the set of cerebral phenomena characterized in the nOl1intentional, 11011symbolic, non-intormation-theoretic terms of neuroanatomy and neurophysiology. Or we can switch destination with departure and construe
the task as building from what is known of the plumbing and electrochemistry of the brain toward a theory that can explain-or explain awaythe phenomena celebrated in folk psychology. There has been a surfeit of
debate on the strategic question of which direction of travel is superior,
top-down or bottom-up, but that is now largely behind us and well understood: obviously both directions can work in principle, both have peculiar
pitfalls and opportunities, and no one with an ounce of sense would advocate ignoring as a nutter of principle the lessons to be learned from the
people moving from the opposite end.
A much more interesting clash concerns what to look for in the way of
interstitial theory. It is here that manifestos about "computation" vie with
each other, and it is this issue I will attempt to clarify. Consider the extreme
positions in their purest forms.
First, there is what I shall call HLqh Church Comptttatiollalism, which
maintains that intervening between folk psychology and brain science will
be at least one level of theory quite "close" to the high level of folk psychology that is both "cognitive" and computational." The defining dogmas of
High Church Computationalislll (HCC) are a trinity:
(1) Thinking is infoJ7nation processill8. That is, the terms offolk psychology are to be spruced up by the theorist and recast more rigorously:
"thinking" will be analyzed into an amalgam of processes ("inference" and
"problem solving" and "search" and so forth); "seeing" and "hearing" will
be analyzed in terms of "perceptual analysis" which itself will involve inference, hypothesis-testing strategies, and the like.
(2) Inforntati011 processi11g is computation (Illhich is symbolmallipu[ation).
The information-processing systems and operations will themselves be
analyzed in terms of processes of "computation," and since, as Fodor says,
"no computation without representation," a medium of representation is
posited, consisting of symbols belonging to a system which has a syntax (formation rules) andfo1711al rules ofsymbol nta11ipulatiol1 for deriving new symbolic complexes from old.
(3) the semantics of these symbols connects thinking to the external
world. For instance, some brain-thingamabob (brain state, brain event,
complex property of brain tissue) will be the symbol for MIT, and some
other brain-thingamabob will be the symbol for budget. Then we will be
able to determine that another, composite brain-thingamabob refers to the
. MIT budget, since the symbolic structures compos able within the repre-

sentational medium have interpretations that are a systematic function of
the scmantic interpretations of their clements. In other words, there is a
language of t~lOught, and. many ofthe ~erms ofthis language (many of the
symbols manlpulated.durlng computatIon) can be said to ,'cfcr to things in
the world slIch as Cillcago, whales, and the day after tomorrow.
At the other extreme from the High Church Computationalists are
those wh? flatly deny aLI of its creed: there is no formal, rule-governed,
comput~tlol~al level ~f d.escr!ption intervening between folk psychology
and ?ralll sCIence. TI~tI1king IS something going on in the brain all right,
but IS not computatton at all; thinking is something holistic and emergent~and organic a~d fuzzy and warm and cuddly and mysterious. I shall
call tillS extreme versIon Zen Holism. l
I~l. between these extrel1~es are all ~nanner of intermediate compromise
pos~tton~, most of them sttll rather dImly envisaged at this inchoate stage
of m9l~lry. It woul~ ?e hal~dy to have a geographical metaphor for
orgalllzlllg and descnbmg tillS theory-space, and happily one is at hand,
thanks to Fodor.
In a ~eated discussion at MIT about rival theories of language comprehenSIon, Fodor characterized the views of a well-known theoretician as
"West Coast"-a weighty indictment in the corridors of MIT. When reminded that this maligned theoretician resided in Pennsylvania, Fodor was
undalll~ted. He was equally ready, it turned out, to brand people at
BrandeIS or Sussex as ~est Coast. He explained that just as when you arc
at the North ~ole, movlllg away from the Pole in any direction is moving
south, so movlllg away from MIT in any direction is moving West. MIT is
the East Pole, and from a vantage point at the East Pole, the inhabitants of
Chicago, Pennsylvania, Sussex, and even Bral1deis University in Waltham
are a~1 distil~ctly Western in their appearance and manners. Boston has long
conSIdered Itself the Hub of the Universe; what Fodor has seen is that in
cognitive science the true center of the universe is across the Charles but
not so far upriver as the. wild and woolly ranchland of Harvard Square\To
~ pr~per ~ast Pole native, my outpost farther afield at Tufts is probably
lI11agllled In terms of crashing surf and ukuleles.)
Since MIT is the Vatican of High Church Computationalism, and since
~he best-known spokesmen of Zen ~olism hold forth from various podia
III t~~ Bay area, I propose to orgalllzc the chaos with an idealized map:
posItions about computational models of mental phenomena can be
usefully located in a logical space with the East Pole at the center and the
West coast as its horiwn. (This is not, of course, just what Fodor had in
mind when he discovered the East Pole. I am adapting his vision to my
own purposes.) In between the extremes there arc many positions that.
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and ideology is rather loose. In particular, the fact that great progress is (or
is not) being made on a research program might tell us next to nothing
about the ultimate soundness of its inspiring ideology.
And vice versa: refutation of an ideology sometimes bodes not very
much at all fi>r the research done under its banner. Ideologies arc important and even unavoidable; they affect how we imagine the issues, and how
we express the questions. A f.1lse ideology will typically tempt us to frame
the wrong questions and thereby waste time and effort on low-grade research and avoidable artifactual puzzles. But sometimes one can make progress even while asking awkward and misguided questions, and sometimes
(quite often, in fact, I think) researchers half-consciously know better than
actually to ask the questions their ideology holds to be the right questions .
Instead, they ask questions they can sec how to answer and hardly notice
that these inquiries are rather remotely related to the official questions of
their school of thought.
Not surprisingly, it is philosophers who have been the most active fi)rmulators and guardians of the ideologies. Jerry Fodor, in The Lall,Huage of
Thought (1975) and RePresentatiolls (1981), has for some time been the
theologian in residence at the East Pole [his more recent heresy in The
Modularity ofMind (1983) will be discussed in due course]. Hubert Dreyfus and John Searle at Berkeley arc the gurus of West Coast Zen Holism.
Hartry Field (1978) is another East Polar apologist, and so is Gilbert Harman (1973), though he is not entirely Orthodox.
Joining Dreyfus and Searle on the West Coast is Charles Taylor. 4 Other
philosophers range in between : Stephen Stich, Robert Cummins, John
Haugeland, and Margaret Boden, to name a few. s (For my part, I have
always considered myselfbi-coastaI. 6 ) Philosophers arc not the only major
participants in this ideological conflict ho~ever. Allen Newell,? Noam
Chomsky, II and Zenon Pylyshyn 9 have staunchly represented the East,
while Terry Winograd,1O Lotti Zadeh, and Douglas Hofstadter arc nonphilosophers in the West who have contributed more than passingly to the
formulation of doctrine.II And in psychology we have for instance the
Apostate Ulric Neisser, whose book, Cogl1itive Psychology (1963), was a
founding document of High Church Computationalism, but who, under
the influCl1ce of J. J. Gibson, renounced the faith in his book, Cogl1ition
and Reality (1975), and helped to turn Ithaca into something of a West
Coast colony.12
Real-world geography is obviously only an intermittent clue to logical
geography. The San Diego school of Norman, Rumelhart, and McClelland is appropriately Western in its attitude, but now that McClelland is
joining the rather Middlewestern group of Hinton and Fahlman at Carnegie-Mcllon, Pittsburgh (given the Dreyfusian and hence Coastal sym-
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pathies of John Haugeland) would heg!11 to look lik~ another Western
colony were it not for the counterbalanclllg Eastern. vOICes of. Newell and
Simon (and Jon Doyle). Jerry Feldn~an at R.?cheste~ Is .a foundll1g. member
of the distinctly Western school of New ConnectlolllSts (of whlcl~ more
later), but his colleague Patrick Hayes (who.once told me h.e was qlllte sure
the brain conducts its business in the predICate calculus) IS about as East
Pole as you can get. John McCarthy at Stanford is a~so an ~ast . Pole. missionary, of course, as arc Richard Weyhrauch and Brian SmIth, 111 spIte of
their real-world locations.
All that should ruffie a few feathers . I doubt that the points of agreement between, say, Searle and Ho(~tadter, or Winograd and Feldman,
loom very large in their minds, nor do I suppose Chomsky.and Fodor ~re
all that comfortable being lumped with McCarthy and SImon an~i vICe
versa. And rightly so, for the defining iss~les ~hat pla~e t1~ese people \Il the
same "latitudes" are less integral to theIr wIdely dIffering research programs and methodological principles than the~ have acknowledged. So my
cartography is indeed in some regards superfiCIal. The dep~ndel~ce of some
researchers on the dogmas of High Church Computatlonalt~m .can be
made to loom large at first glance, but I hope to show that It dIssolves
under scnttiny.
Over the years there has been an intermittent but intense foc~s on
Fodor's and Chomsky'S grounds for taking High C~1l1r~h ~n~putattonal~
ism (BCC) seriously in their research programs 1\1 hngl.lIstICs, p~ych?
linguistics, and cognitive psychology, and I consider the ISS lies raIsed 1\1
that focus to be sufficiently well known and analY7.-Cd that I need not review them here. ~nstead I will draw attention to how so\11e other research
programs in cognitive science apparently broaden the support for-or reveal the breadth of the dependence on-BCe.
.
Consider John McCarthy'S quest for a fonnal "epresentattOn of ~he
knowledge an agent requires in order ~o prOl~ that various l~our~es. of actton
are best (or just acceptable) under vanous cIrcumstances: TIllS IS,. as McCarthy says, an epistemological question, and the formaltty constrall1t M~
Carthy imposes on the answer appllrmtly has ~he same rattonale as Fodor s
formality constraint: 14 the brain, as a mechal1lsm, can respond only to the
.
formal (not seman tical) properties of its states.
Or consider Newell and Simon's quest for the rules of problem-sol vll1 g
strategies adopted by self-conscious, deliberate human problem , solvers,
and their characteril.ation of the phenomenon of problem solvlllg as a
transition between one (formally explicit) representation of the problem
and another (formally explicit) representation of the solution. IS Doesn't
their empirical qploration of problem solving cast in these .ter~s presuppose a commitment to the hypothesis that problem solvmg 111 human
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beings is a computational process taking explicit, formal symbol strtlctures
into other explicit, formal symbol structures? They often say as much, and
when they do, they express what is in any case the coml11on understanding
about the whole point of thcir research program.
. In fact; frol11 one vantage point all AI seems unproblematically COIlln.lltted to HCC. If your models are written in LISP and are actually des,gne~i to run on Co\~lputers, how can you take yourself seriously as a
theons~ or modele~ of mental proces~es without taking yourself to be presupposlIlg the theSis-or at least playmg the hunch-that mental processes
are analogous to the constituent computer processes of your Illodel at least
t~ the ,extent of being formal, computational processes of symbol maIlIpulatton?
Many cognitivist theorists have been content to avow just such an ideology. After all, what's wrong with it? This is the question that has thrown
down the gauntlet to the ideological foes of HCe, who have been so concerned to demonstrate the shortcomings of HCC doctrines as ideology that
they have seldom cared to ask whether the research programs of the propOl~ent~ are as d,eeply, committe? to the doctrines as the proponents have
l~l;~lIlt~~ned. (Mlghtn t the malllfestos be more a matter of f.1ncy adverttslllg JlIlgles than enabling assumptions? Your true-blue ideologue doesn't '
care; all that matters is under what conditions the advertising is defensible.)
TI~us a .recurr~nt and powerful line of criticism of High Church Computatlonaltsm POll1ts out that such computational models as have actually
been propos~d by workers ~n AI or cognitive psychology are ludicrously
underdetermll1ed by the avaIlable data, even when they are quite plausible,
as they often are. 16 This criticism usefully reveals how far from being demonstrat~d ~he ~entral dain~s of High Church Computationalisl11 are, but
otherw~se It strikes a glancmg blow, since if,there happen to be deep methodologICal reasons for hoping for a winning computational model, the
prospect that early e~ploratory models will be drastically undetermined by
the data should be VIewed as a tolerable (and entirely anticipated) phase of
the research program.
And Fodor has, provided us with a candidate for a deep methodological
reas.o.n f?r throwlllg our lot with HCC: it is the only remotely explicit
~OSltlVe Idea anyone hasY Fodor's challenge (,What elsc?") has very effectIvely embarrassed the opposition for years, since Zen Bolism itself is not a
positive alternative but only a brute denial. Saying that thinking is holistic
and emergent only announces the flavor of your skepticism and gestures in
the direction of an alternative.
In the absence of plausible, explicit alternatives and faced with the drastic underdetermination of any BCC theory, ideologues and critics have
been lured into a startlingly premature debate on what would be good evi-
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dence for one brand or another of computational theory. I'm all for
thought experiments, but in this instance it seems to me that things have
gotten out of hand. While scarcely measurable progress is being made on
garnering real evidence for any particular computational theory or
model, III tremendous effort has been expended on reaching and defending
verdicts on imagined future evidential circumstances. (1 have played this
game as exuberantly as others-I do not exempt myself from these second
thoughts.)
.
But we can ask the challenging question again: what is the alternative?
That is, what else ought the troubled skeptic do, faced with an implausible
and underdetermined ideology that defends itself with the challenge: what
is the alternative? Dreyfus and the other West Coast philosophers have
taken the extreme course: they have attempted to find a priori arguments
showing that HCC couldnJt possibly be true-without notable success. They
have formulated their arguments but won few converts with them, and the
verdict of many onlookers is that the debate conducted in those terms is a
standoff at best.
If the a priori gambit has been overdone, there is a more modest Western tactic that has seldom been adopted by philosophers but has been quite
influential in some AI circles: trying to explain not why HCC is impossible, but why, even if it is both possible (for all one can tell) and the only
articulated possibility to date, it is so unlikely.
High Church Computationalism docs seem to me (and to many others)
to be highly implausible, for reasons that are hard to express but that hover
around the charge that a computational, symbol-manipulating brain seems
profoundly unbiologica\.l9 This unelaborated sllspicion should not be
tntsted, for one's intuitions about what is biological and what is not are
(for most of us, surely) an undisciplined crew. What could seem more
un biological (from one intuitive vantage point) than the clockworky
mechanisms of DNA replication, for instance? So if this is to be more than
just another way of saying Nay to NCC, we need to say something more
explicit about why we think an HCC-style brain would not be Nature's
Way.
.
I' . ,
Douglas Hofstadter has recently found a way of expressmg t liS 111ISglving that strikes me as being on the right track.2° HCC systems, designed as
they are "through a 100% top-down approach" (p.284), are too efficimt in
their utilization of machinery. As we work our way down through the
nested black boxes, "functions calling subfunctions calling subfunctions,"
decomposing larger homunculi into conunittees of smaller, dumber homunculi, we provide for no waste motion, no nonfunctional or dysnmctional clutter, no featherbedding homunculi or supernumeraries. But that
is not Nature's Way; designing systems or organizations with that sort of
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efficiency requires genuine foresight, a detailed anticipation of the problem
spaces to be encountered,. the. t~sks the system will be called upon to perform. Another way of saymg ~t IS t~at suc~ systems, by being designed all
the way down, have too much IIltclltgence IInplicated in their design at the
lower levels.
Natu~e's Way of.providing flexibility and good design involves a differe.nt. kmd of effiCIency, the sort of efficiency that can emerge oppor~umstlCally out .o~ prodi~i~)lIs amounts of "wasteful" and locally unmterpreta?1e actlvlty-acttvlty that isn't from the outset "for" anything,
b~t IS enltsted. to p~ay some very modest role (or many roles on many
dlffer~nt. occasions) III some highly distributed process.
T~ls IS ~ the~e ~o counterbalance the themes of HCC that have so
dominated IInaglllatlOn, but is it just a theme? Until very recently, Fodor's
challenge stood unanswered: no one had any explicit proposals for how
such bottom.-up systems could do any recognizable cognitive work. The
only suggestions forthcoming from the philosophers (and neuroscientists
as well) were metaphorical and mysterious. 21
But now from out of.the West sometlling better is coming. Explicit
proposals, and even worklllg, testable models are emerging from a variety
of worke~s c.lustered around the so-called New Connectionism. (I am still
only ~e~lI1nlllg my attempt to map out the relations between these kind·
red splr.lts and no doubt wil! I~ave ou~, misinclude, and misrepresent some
people III t!le course of provldmg my IIltroductory list, but since this paper
cannot walt for a yea~, 1 will ~ave to present my half-formed reflections.)
The. most cO~lpelllllg.(i1:rt Impression of the New Connectionists (and
the POlllt o~ their name) IS that they are looking closely at neural architecture and trylllg to model much closer to the brain than the mind. That is, if
East Pol~ ~I programs appear to be attempts to model the mind, New
ConnectJolllst AI programs appear to be attempts to model the brai1'. And
some of the purer or more extreme approaches feature explicit comment~ry on tI~e parallel~ between neurons or neuron assemblies and the functIOnal UllltS 0,: their models. 22 But it is a mistake, 1 think, to read the
n~o~em~nt a~ neurophysiology carried on by other means."H Nor is the
dlstlllctlve difference simply or mainly a matter of being much more bottom-up than top-dowl1: 24 For whereas specifically brainish-Iooking bits
and p~eces and ~ssembltes do often appear in these new models, what is
more Important IS that at a more abstract level the systems and elements~heth~r or not they resemble any known brainware-are of recognizable
biologICal types.
The ~ost .obvious and f.'lmiliar abstract feature shared by most of these
models IS a high degree of paral!eI processing, either simulated or based 011
actual parallel hardware.25 Although the point has been brought home to
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evcryhody by now that thc brain is a massively rarallel pro~essor and that
this is important in understanding how the J1lllld's. w<:>rk ~s donc by ~he
brain, thcrc is less intcrest among thc Ncw Connectlolllsts 111 thc qucstlOn
of just what kind of parallel proccssor the brain is than in what the powcrs
of massively parallel processors in gcncral arc . Hcncc somc of thc p~rall~l
processing models are almost wil~fully "l~n~calistic" a~ models ?f bral~l
organization . For instancc, one 01 thc gllldl\1g analogIes of Hoistadt~r s
Jumbo architecture is the constructing of molecules by enzymes Aoatll1g
freely within the cytoplasm of a cell- bu.t of cOl~rsc ~ofstadtcr doesn't
think the cognitive tasks the Jumbo archltccturc IS dcslgncd t~ pcrfor~l
(the example exploited in the exposition and testing of the archltecture.'s
solving anagrams) arc performed within the cell hodies of people's bra III
cells!26
Anothcr widely and diversely used New Connectionist i~ka derives
from statistical mechanics: "simulated annealing."27 Computational analogues of alternatively "warming" and "cooling" structures to get them to
settle into the best combinations have proven to be powerful new methods
in several different domains.28
Although there is a lot of diversity and disagr~ell1~nt among the peol:le
in my Western cluster around the New ConneCtlOlllsts, a few charac~ens
tics-family resemblances-arc worth noting. -In these models, typICally
there is:
(1) "distributed" memory and ~rocess!l1g, il.l whi~h l\Il~tS play multiple,
drastically equivocal roles, and 111 wlHch dlsamblguattOl~ occurs only
"glohally." In short, some <:>f these model~ arc wha~ y~u ~llght call con~
putational holograms. ~or lIl~ta~1Ce, Pent~1 Kancr~'a s dlst~lbuted recogl1ltion memory29 has a strtctly hmlted capacIty for hl.gh-quahty me~ory, ~ut
when it is overloaded, the effect is not to create a sImple overflow \11 whICh
no new information can be input. Rather, the input of too much information leads to the partial degradation of information previously store~i; the
superimposition of the excess information smudges or obscures the II1formation already in memory.30
(2) no central control but rather a partially anarchic system of rather
competitive elements. (Sec, e.g., the discussion in Feldman and Ballard of
"winner take all" or WTA networks. Many of these ideas can be seen to be
new versions of much older ideas in AI- e.g., Selfridge's Pandemonium,

and of course perceptrons.)
(3) no complex message-passing between modules or subsystems. l For
instance, no discursive messages "about the outside world." ''The fund~
mental premise of connectionism is that individual neurons d{} 11O~ tm11511tJt
lm;ge all101mts ofsymbolic information. Instead they compute by bell1g appm-

priate~y

co1tnected to large numbers of similar units" (Feldman and Ballard
1982, p.2(8).]
(4) a reliance on statistical properties of ensembles to achieve cffects.
(5) thc . relatively mindless and inefficient making and unmaking of
many partial pathways or solutions, ulltil the system settles down after a
while n.ot on the (predesignated or predesignatable) "right" solution, but
O!l~y With ~,vhatever. "solution" or "solutions" "feel right" to the system.
1 hl~ combllle.s the Idea of simulated annealing (or a close kin of it) with
the Idea that 111 nature not all "problems" have "solutions" and there is a
difference between a process stopping and a process being turned off.

'The models ~einl? explored are still computational, but the level at
whICh the modelll1g IS computational is much closer to neuroscience than
to psychol?gy, What is computed is not (for instance) an implication of
some predlCa~e-calculus prop.o sition nbout Chicago, or a formal description
of a gmmmattcal tmnsfimnatt01t, but (for instance) the ncw value of some
threshold-like parameter of some element which all by itself has no lmipocai
(.:ternal-world se111ff1!tic 1'ole: At such a low level of description, the semantICS of the symbolIC medlllm of computation refers only (at most) to
e.vents, proces~es, states, addresses within the brain- within the computa~Ional system Itself. II!, s.hort, on ~his view the only formal, computatiol1al
language o,f tho~:~~lt ~s .,'at~er hke a machine language for a computer,
and you cal~ t say I~ s rall1l11g 111 Chicago" in machine language; all you can
express arc Imperatives about what to do to what contents of what addrcss
and the like.
How then do ,;e ever get anythjng happening in such a system that is
properl~ a~ollt Chlca.!!0? On these views there must indeed he higher levels
of l~escr~ptlon at whICh ~ve ca~l att~·ibute extern/al-semantical properties to
bralll-thlllgamabobs (tillS bram-thlllgamabob refers to Chicago, and that
one refers to MIT), .but at such a level the interactions and relationships
?etween elements WII! not b~ compu~a~ional but (and here we lapse back
IIltO metaphor and handwavlIlg) statIstical, emergent, holistic. The "virtual m.acl~ine" that is recognizably psychological in its activity will not be a
mrrchme 111. the sense that its behavior is not formally specifiable (using the
psy~hologlCal-le.vel v~)(a~~lary) as the computation of some high-level algor.lthm. Thus III tillS .v1510n the IO\~', computational level is importantly
1t~lltke a norn~al ma~hllle language 111 that there is no supposition of a
direct translatIon or IInplementation relation between the high-level phenomena that do have an external-world semantics and the phenomena at
th~ low level. If tI~cre were,.the usual methodological precept of computer
~clence ~vould be 111 order: Ignore the hardware since the idiosyncracies of
ItS partICular style of implementation add nothillg to the phenomenon,
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provided the phenomenon is rigorously described at the higher level. (Implementation details do add constra!nts <.>f time and space, ~f CO~lrs.e,
which are critical to the assessment of particular models, but th:se details
arc not normally supposed to affect what illjiml1fltioll proCCJJl!1.ff IS cx~c~ttcd,
which is just what makes this Western proposal a break with tradition.)
My favorite metaphor for this proposal IS meteorology.. (What wou~d
you expect from the author of Bmillst0111tJ? But the analogy ~s ?eveloped I~'
detail in Hofstadter's Godcl, Escher, Bach, pp.302-.309.) 11~tIlk of meteorology and its relation to physics. Clouds go sC~ld~hng by, ratll falls, snowflakes pile up in drifts, rainbows emerge~ thiS IS tl~e language of folk
mcteorology. Modern day folk l11eterorolowst~-:-that IS, all of us-:-know
perfectly well that somchmll or ot~1el· all tI~ose IIldlvldual cloud~ an~ .r:llnb?~v~
d snowflakes and gusts of wllld arc lust the emergent saltenCles (salt:n
~~s relative to our perceptual apparatus) of vast distributions of phySICal
energy water droplets, and the like.
Th~re is a gap between folk meteorology and physics but not a very
large and mysterious one. Moving back and forth. between the two ?Omains takes us on familiar paths, traversed many .tII:'~S a day on the rv
news. It is important to note that the meteorologist s mstrument~ arc barometers, hygrometers, and thermometers, not cloud?meters, ra.lIlbometers, and snowflakometers. The regularities of wlHch the sCle~1Ce of
meteorology is composed conc~rn pressure.' temperature, and relative humidity, not the folk-meteorologKal categories:
.
There is not, today, any field of colllputattOl~al cI?udolo.gy. Is thIS because meteorology is in its infancy, or is such an IInagmed ~c.lence as out of
place as astrology? Note that there arc patterns, reg~llantl~s, large scale
effects, and, in particular, reacti~e effe.cts . between Items 111 folk-met~
orological categories and other thlllgs. For IIlstance-, many plal~ts and al1lma Is ar e des igned to discriminate folk-meteorologICal. categories for one
I
purpose or another. We can grant all this without havmg to s~l~pose t lat
there is a formal system governing those patterns and regulantles, or ~he
reactions to them. Similarly-and this is the moral of the meteorolog~eal
metaphor-it docs not follow from the fact that the folk-psychologICal
level of explanation is the "right" level for many purposes t~at there m~l~t
be a computational theol1' at or ncar that Iev~1. The altertl?ttve t? H<?C IS
that it is the clouds and rainbows in the bram that hav~ IIltenttonalttythat refer to Chicago and grandmother-but that the ngorous COI~lputa
tional theory that must account for the passage and tran~formatton of
these clouds and rainbows will be at a lower level, where the only semantics is internal and somewhat strained as semantics (in the s?l11e way the
"semantics" of machine language is a far cry from the semantICS of a naturallanguage).

Logical Geography of Computational Approaches

But how are we to move beyond the metaphors and develop these new
low-level hunches into explicit theory at the "higher," or more "central"
cognitive levels? The bits 'of theory that are getting explicit in the Ne~v
Connectionist movement are relatively close to the "hardware" level of
descriptioil, and the cognitive work they so far can do is often characterized as either relatively peripheral or relatively subordinate. For instance, pattern recognition appears (to many theorists) to be a relatively
early or pel:ipheral component in perception, and memory appears (to
many theOrists) to be a rather subordinate ("merely clerical" one might
say) cOl~ponent in tI~e higher intellectual processes of planning or problem sol.vmg. To th~ I~eologues of the West, however, these appearances
have 1llIsled. All thlllklllg, no matter how intellectual or central or (even)
rulc-goverl~cd, will turn out t<.> make cssentialuse of fllndamentally perceptual operatIons such as versatIle pattern recognition; it is no accident that
we often S?y "I sec" when. we come to understand. And, according to the
Western VICW, the apportionment of responsibility and power between
memory and intelligent processing will be unlikc thc underlying (and ineluctably influential) division of labor in von Neumann machines, in which
ti,e memory is. inert, . and cold storage and all the action happens in the
central processll1g Untt; a proper memory will do a great deal of thc intelligent work itself.
So far as I know, no onc has yet come up with a way of sorting out these
competing hunchcs in a mcdium of expression that is uniform, clear, and
~idely U11~erstood (ev.en if not formal) . What we need is a level of descriptton that IS to these bIts of theory roughly as software talk is to hardware
talk in conventional computer scicncc. That is, it should abstract from as
many low-level processing details as possible while remaining in the spirit
of the new architectures.
I
Thc problem is that wc do not yet have many clear ideas about what the
functions of such systems must be- what they must be able to do. This
setting of the problem has been forcefully developed by David Marr in his
mcthodological reflections on his work on vision. 31 Hc distinguishes three
levels of ?nalysi~. :rhe highcst level, which he rather misleadingly calls
computatlona~, IS 111 fact not at all concerned with computational proccsses, but strictly (and more abstractly) with the question of what function the system in question is scrving-or, more formally, with what
fimction in the mathematical sense it must (somehow or other) "compute."
Recalling Chomsky'S earlier vcrsion of the samc division of labor, we can
say that Marr's computational level is supposed to yield a formal and
rigorous specification of a system's compete11cc-"given an element in the
set o,~ x's it. yields a.n .elem.ent in thc set of y's according to the following
rules -willie remalllll1g sIlent or neutral about implementation or pelfor-
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mance. Marr's second level down is the a/g01'ithmic level, which does

sp~cify

the computational processes but remains neutral (as neutral as possIble)
about the hardware, which is described at the bottom level.
.
Marr's claim is that until we ge a clear and precise understandmg of the
activity of a system at the highest, "computational" I~vel, we cannot properly address detailed questions at the lower levels, ~r IIlterpret such data as
we may already have about process~s i\11ple~lent\l1g .those lower levels.
Moreover, he insists, if you have a seriously nllS~aken view a.bout wh~t the
computational-level description of your system I~ (as all earlter theorl~ts of
vision did, in his view), your attempts to theon~e. at low~r levels WIll be
confounded by spurious artifactual problems. [It IS mtere~t.lIl.g ~o I~ote that
this is also the claim of J. J. Gibson, who viewed all COgl1lt~vlstlC, IIlforn:ation-processing models of vision as hopelessly entangled 111 unne~essanly
complex Rube Goldberg mechanisms posited because the theOrists had
failed to see that a fundamental reparsing of the inputs and. (~utputs ~'as
required. Once we get the right way of characterizing what VISIon receIves
from the light, he thought, and what it must yield ("affordances"), the
.
.
.
theory of vision would be a snap.]
Now Marr claims to have gotten the computational level nght. for VIsion and his claim is not obviously too optimistic. But vision, like any
peri~heral system, is apparently much morc: tractable at Ma~r's computational level than are the central systems of thought, plannmg, problem
solving, and the like that figure so centrally in .AI explorations. Fodor a~
gues in The Modula.rity of Mind (1983) that whIle there has been dramatic
progress on the peripheral perceptual "modules" that "present ~I~eworld
to thought," "there is no serious psychology of central cogllltlve processes."
We have, to put it bluntly, no computational formalism~ that sl~ow
us how to do this, and we have no idea how such formaitsms might
be developed ... . If someone-a Dreyfus,. f?r example-~,'Cre to as.k
us why we should even suppose that the dIgItal c~n~puter IS a plaUSIble mechanism for the simulation of global cogllltive processes, the
answering silence would be deafening. (p. 129)
But what is this? One would have thought that never the twain would
meet, but here is Fodor, Archbishop of the East Pole, agreein? wit~l Dreyfus, Guru of the West Coast, that High Church Computa~IOI~ahsl~ h~s
made no progress on "central cognitive proce~ses." If Fo~or IS nght m hIS
pessimism-and I think for the most part he Is-what might a reasonable
theoretician do?
..
My proposal: go right on doing the sort of AI that has tradItIOnally

been associated with High Church Computational ism but abandon the
€olllputationalist ideology altogether and reinterpret the programs of
these AI practitioners as thought (;.'Cpcril11e11tJ, not models.
Jlere is what I mean. If MalT is right to insist that progress must first be
made on the problems at the computational level, then the first task conIronting us if we want a theory of "central cognitive processes"is just to
say what those processes are supposed to be able to accomplish. What is
the nature of those centr~1 .faculties? forget for the moment /;01/1 they do
what they do. Just what IS It that they (are supposed to) do? What is the
competence the theorist should try to explain? As Fodor insists, no one has
a clear, crisp expli~it account of this . But several researchers are trying.
Allen Ne~vel.l, for Illstance, calls this level of description the Knowledge
Level. It IS, III effect, M'arr's computational level as applied to the central
arena. McC~rthy draws a similar level distinction. 32 What these and many
other theOrists III AI have been doing is not proposing HCC models of
~ll1man cog!lition or testing theories with empirical experiments, but castmg ab?ut, I,n a thoug/;t-expe~in~ental way, for constraints and relationships
that 111Ight mform the deSCriptIon (at Marr's "computational" level) of the
m}'sterious "central cognitive processes." And at least this much progress
has been ~llade : we have enlarged and refined our vision of what powers
human mlllds actu~IIy have. And we now know guite a few ways not to try
to capture the baSIC competence-let alone the implementation--of the
central co~nitive systems. The pr~)Cess of e1iiilination looms large in AI
research; VIrtually every model seriously considered has been eliminated as
f.1r too simple for one reason or another. Btlt that is progrcss. Until the
n.l~~e!s are seriously considered and eliminated they Itirk as serious posSIbilities to tempt the theorist.
Thus McCarthy.'s fo~mality constraint is ~ot a commitment to High
Church Computatlonailsm (or need not be). It might be nothing more
than the demand for enough rigor and precision to set the problem for the
next level down, Marr's algorithmic level, except that this would probably
not be a ~ood term for the highest level at which the processes (as contrasted WIth the products) of the New Connectionist sort were described .
. And Newell ~nd Sin~on's search for "mles" of "thinking" need not come
mIt them or theIr adnmers to the BCe doctrine that thinking is rulei1OJJ~med comp~tation. Thc rules the), discover (supposing they succeed) may
1I1stead be 1I1terpreted as regularities in patterns in the cmergent phenOI1~e.na-thc cognitive "clouds" and "rainbows"-but not "mere" regulantt~s. The ,:cll-known distinction (in philosophy) between rulcfol~o':lllg behaVIor and mle-described behavior is often illustrated by
pomtll1g o~t that the planets do not compute their orbits, even though we
can, follow111g rules that describe their motiolls. The "rules" of planetary
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motion are law-like regularities, not "followed" rules. This is true, but it
ignores a variety of regularity intermediate between the regularities of
planets (or ordinary cloud formations) and the regularities of rule-following (that is, rule-co7lSttlti1tg) systems. These are the regularities that are
preserved under selective pressure: the regularities dictated by principles of
good design and hence homed in on by self-designing systems. That is, a
"rule of thought" may be much more than a mere regularity; it may be
a wise rule, a rule one would design a system by if one were a system designer, and hence a rule one would expect self-designing systems to "discover" in the course of settling into their patterns of activity. Such rules no
more need to be explicitly represented than do the principles of aerodynamics honored in the design of birds' wings.
For example, Marr discovered that the visual system operates with a
tacit assumption that moving shapes are articulated in rigid linkages and
that sharp light-intensity boundaries indicate physical edges. These assumptions are not "coded" in the visual system; the visual system is designed to work well only in environments where the assumptions are (by
and large) true. Such rules and principles should be very precisely formulated at the computational level-not so they can then be "coded" at the
algorithmic level but so that the (algorithmic) processes can be designed to
honor them (but maybe only with a high degree of regularity).
Are there "rules" of (good) problem solving that must be (arid are) tacit
in the regularities that emerge in the information processing of mature
thinkers? One might discover them by attempting to codijj such rules in a
rule-following system whose behavior exhibited those regularities because
those were the regularities it was "told" to follow. Such systems can be put
through their paces to test the adequacy of the rules under consideration. 33
It is this testing that has led to the (often informative) elimination of so
many tempting models in AI.
In sum, there is no reason I can see for AI or cognitive science to take
on the rather unlikely burden of defending HCC. It seems to me that all
the valuable AI research that has been done can be viewed as attempts to
sketch competences. (Mart, of course, went far beyond that.) As such it is
best viewed as consisting of (preliminary) thought experiments, not as
more "mature" genuinely experimental science. But its thought experiments are subject to a modicum of control. One can test such a sketch of a
competence by test driving an unbiologically produced Rube Goldberg
device with that competence (the actual "computational" AI program) to
see how it would perform.
This leaves us with an almost embarrassingly ecumenical conclusion.
Everyone is right about something. Dreyfus and the Zen Holists are right
that we need not commit ourselves to the defining dogmas of High

~hurch Computationa.li~m, but the people engaged in devising computational models of cogmtlve processes are right that their methodology is
probably the best way to make headway on the mysteries of the mind .
Eve.rybody agrees ~hat something or other in the brain must be capable of
havlllg the semantIC property of referring to Chicago and that it is the task
of s~me so~t of computation~1 theory to explain and ground this power.
ReSidual disagreements are elthe~ bas~d on unmotivated allegiances to bits
?f out~?rn creed or are substantive disagreements on just which brand of
II1terstlttal computational theory is apt to be most promising. There is only
one way to settle these latter disagreements: roll up our sleeves and devise
and test the theories. 34

Notes

'\

This paper was prepared for the Conference on Philosophy and (,,ognitive Science at MI~, May 17-20, 1984, sponsored by the Sloan Foundation. Written unde.r a dead~lIle .for the purpose of providing a glimpse of t11e state of the art in
IllId-1984, It wll! no doub.t have a short shelf life. So read it now, or if now is later
t11an 1~86, read It as. a qualllt reflection on how some people t1lQught back in 1984.
1. RIChard Dawkllls speaks of those who arc "holistier than thou" in 171e Extended l'hmotype (1982, p.lI3).
2. ~r another attempt at a systematic spatial ordering of views on a closely
relat~d Issue, see Jbl~n I:Iaug~land's ~aper, "The Intentionality All-Stars," (still unpu~lr~hed, alas~ whICh Identifies various positions on intentionality with baseball
~>SI~IOnS, and 111 t11e process creates some striking and illuminating juxtapositions.
I'or IIlstance, Fodor, Kant, .and ~ us~erl are all on fir~t ; Wittgenstein, Quine, and
Rylc are shortstops; Searle IS out 111 right field with Derrida. (Nagel is at the plate
of course, wondering what it's like to be at bat.)
,
3. Allen Newell would call them intellectual issues. See Newell 1983.
4. See, e.g., Taylor 1983.
5. Stich 1983; Cummins 1983; Haugeland 1978, 1981; Boden 1984.
~. See, e.g., Dennett 1982, 1983a, 1984a (my review of Fodor's Modl/larity of
Mmd) .

7. Newell 1980.
8. See, e.g., Chomsky 1980a, 1980b.
9. See, e.g., Pylyshyn 1978, 1980, 1984.
, ~O. In ~,he somed~y-forthcoming 8th edition of The Philosophical LexicolI,
.'wlll:gr~d (n. sometimes pronounced "wino-grad") is defined as the degree of
IIltOJ(Jcation occasioned by moving to the West Coast.
ll. Hofstadter,. on reading an earlier draft of this paper, suggested that Zadeh's
fuzzy set theory IS actually better seen as an attempt, entirely within the Eastern
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Orthodoxy, to ~chicvc 'Vest Co~st ends with East Pole me~ns. I ~m inclined to
~grce; this is one of the finc points of.intcrpret"tion in .nced of furthcr work.
.
12. A forthcoming collaborative enort by psychologist Steven Kosslyn ~nd philosopher G~I)' I-btfield, "Represent~tion without Symbols" in /ollmrrl ofSodrrl R.csem'ch, expresses Western views similar to those developed by Boden ~nd by me 111
"Styles of Mental Representation ."
13. Sec, e.g., McCarthy 19110.
. 14. Fodur 19S0.
15. Sec, e.g., Newcll and Simon 1972, 1976.
.
16. Sec, for instance, Edward Stabler 19113, pp. 391- 422, aml espeCially the
commcntaries. Sec also Chomsky 1980b, ami the commentarics.
17. Ncwell ;1I1d Simon rely 011 the same challenge in "Computer Science as Empirical Enquil)' : Symbols and Sc~rch." Sec (in Haugeland rq~rinting) p.50: "The
principal body of evidence for the symb()l-systen~ hypothesl.s that wc have not
considcred is neg~tive evidence: the absence of speCIfic eompetlllg hypotheses as to
how intelligent activity might be ~ccomplishcd-whethcr by I~'~n or by n.lachine."
IS . Simon has objected (in conversation) th~t his work With Newell IS rC(?lete
with solid empirical cvidence in (;1\'or of their "production syst.cm" mOt~els of human problem solving. But e\'en if 1 were to gr.~I.lt that slllllc.thlllg I'C~' I,(.·c Newcll
~ml Simon's productions have becn shown empH·I.cally to bc 1Il~'~}lved I~l-even the
b~sis of--hum~n problem solving, there would stili be no empirical eVidence ~s yet
showing th~t the cOIl1/'l/tational il1l/,icl11mtrrti01I of produ~tion systcms in COI~'pl1t:rs
realistic~lIy models any level of the neural implementation of the production-like
processcs in human thinking. For ~ related ~rgument sec Stabler (1983) and my
commentary on Stabler (1983b, p.406- 4(7).
19. See Dennett 1984b.
20. Hof.~tadter 1983b. Hof.~tadter calls High Church Computationalism the
Boolean Dream .
21. In "Cognitive Whcels" (1984b) I call this dodge the declaration that "the
brain is wonder tissue."
22. Sec Feldman and Ballard 1982.
23 . Clark GlynlOur, in "Android Epistcmology," (forthcoming) declares that
AI-and here he is surely referring to East Pole AI-is actually "logical positivism
carried on by other means."
24 . Sec, e.g., McClelland, un pub!. manllScript.
25. Hillis 1981; Fahlman, Hinton, and Sejnowski 1983.
26. Hof.~tadter 19833.
27. Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi 1983.
28. Smolensky 1983.
29. Kanerva 1983.
30. John Haugeland, in "The Nature and Plausibility of Cognitivism," held out
bravely for some sort of hologram-like alternative to a ~()mputation~list language
of thought. Now there are some actual models to examll1e-and not Just the (pcrhaps visionary but) metaphorical suggestions of Pribram and Arbib.
31. Marr 1982.
32. Newell 1982; McCarthy 1980.

.t
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I

33: I think it may be helpful to compare this interpretation of AI stratcgy with
the sll~lul~tlons ex~}lored by evolutionary theorists such as John Maynard Smith
a~ld ,~lChard D~\vkll1~, who ask questions ahollt whether certain behavioral "strategl~~ ar~ cvolutlona.nly stahle by explicitly codifying the str~lcgies in the bchavior
~f 1::la~lI1aryorg~I1ISI11S, an~1 th~n ~ittil.lg th:m against alternative (explicit, mle~o~ e~~l~d) stl ateglcs embodl.cd.1I1 nval IIllagll1ary org~llisms, to sce which (purc,
Itkah7.(d) strategy would Will 111 Nature tinder various conditions. Sec Dawkins
(I97~, 1982! f~'r good intr(}(h~c.tory disctlssiOl~.~. See also George Axelrod (1984)
on piisonci s dilemma competitions between sllllulations for a similarly motivated
research eflixt.
.34 .. Douglas H~f.~tadter I~as had ~n evcn gre~ter role than usual in sh~ping my
thll1klllg on these ISSUCS, so If I am all wrong about this, he is responsible, and will
hav~ to.share Ihe blal~le . But he is not responsible for my failures to understand or
do ~ustlCC to the va~lOus efforts I discllSs here. Others who havc commented on
earlier drafts ?f tillS paper, including Robert Cummins, Jerry Feldman, John
~augeland, Hilary Putnam, and Herbert Simon, are hereby thanked and absolved
111 the usual manner.
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